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ABSTRACT
Timber yield determination and al/ocation in the selection forest of Ghana has been on an interim basis due mainly to paucity of
stand increment and mortality data. The current method, which is also an interim measure. was developed at the Forestl)1 Plan
ning OjJice in 1990 to replace the minimum felling diameter limit introduced in 1970 to salvage the over-mature trees over a
period of 15 years. This paper reviews the mathematical logic of the current interim yield formula. The formula is modified by
considering current data on mortality, felling cycle and time of passage. The idea of optimizing vield by number of stems per
hectare is also applied in this revised version. The study reveals that one important premise in the derivation of the current
interim formula was put in an incorrect algebraic form. resulting in an over-al/ocation of yield for individual species. A compara
tive analysis of the original and revisedforms of the yieldformula indicates that the latter is more effective in ensuring sustainability
and is easilv adaptable to different forest types, stocking levels and management prescription of felling cycle. /n the revised form,
the effect of the ratio between felling cycle and time of passage (FIP) on yield is very significant. Tofine-tune the revised form.

more accurate data on the time of passage for the various species of different diameter classes in different forest types m;e

essential requirements.
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INTRODUCTION
Forest managers in Ghana have been grappling
with the issue of sustaining yield for almost 50

years. Between 1950 and 1990, four different
methods of determining yield were used in regu

lating timber harvesting in reserved forest in or
der to sus~ain supply and also to conserve the en
vironment.

The first method introduced in 1950 prescribed

for harvesting all stems of economic trees above
a minimum felling diameter (Anon, 1959). The

minimum felling diameter limit defines the matu

rity size of a species for timber production. At
that time few species were harvested for timber
and lower felling diameter limits were used
(Adam, 1996). However, over-dependence on few

species and localized felling depleted Khaya
ivorensis in the south western portion of the forest

zone (Taylor, 1960).

Two other methods introduced between 1961 and

1970 prescribed yield based on annual basal area
or stem number recruitment into the exploitable
diameter class (Adam, 1989). The lack of ad

equate growth data made the method unreliable.
For instance, 10 years after their application the
logged-over forests contained a lot of over-ma
ture trees (Baidoe, 1976). The tendency for the
two methods to retain more over-mature trees, es

pecially in an unlogged forest during the first cy
cle, has been confirmed by Adam (1989).
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The accumulation of over-mature trees necessi

tated the application of a fourth method in 1972
(Asabre, 1987). This method, like the first one,

prescribed harvesting all economic trees above a
specified minimum diameter. This was considered
silviculturally expedient, being a cleaning exer

cise as well as a thinning operation to reduce mor
tality among suppressed under-storey trees and in

duce rapid growth of saplings and poles.

The spectrum of economic species broadened to
about 36 in 1970. The removal of all trees above

the felling limit from 1972 to 1987 resulted in

high fell ing intensities in some forest reserves,
leading to drastic decline in stocking across all
diameter classes (Adam, 1989). For example, to
years after a harvesting intensity of more than three

mature trees per hectare in the Afram Headwaters
Forest, the stocking of stems below 50 cm dbh

and above 70 cm dbh decreased by 50 and 40%
respectively (Adam, 1989). Based on these facts
and data collected under the Forest Resources

Management Project sponsored by Overseas De
velopment Administration of UK, the yield regu
lation was modified in 199 I. The team of forest

ers, including the author of this paper, who devel
oped this' interim' yield formula did not stay long
enough on the project to properly document and
upgrade the methodology as anticipated.

This paper presents the first derivation of the for

mula and a review in the light of comments and
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suggestions that have come during the period of

its application. The first part of the paper discusses
the derivation and application of the interim for
mula while the second part presents a new ap
proach for upgrading it.

FIRST DERIVATION

(a) Residual Crop
Residual crop (R) was expressed as the sum of the
number of stems of the replacement crop (X) and
remaining stems of the exploitable class after the

yield has been taken, that is (Z- V).

Therefore,

R = X + (Z-Y) (1)

Selection forest consists of regeneration cohorts
or series of diameter classes that develop progres

sively from lower into higher stem sizes over time.
Under sustainable forest management practices,

it is expected that favourable conditions will be
created through logging and silvicultural opera
tions for a continuum of regeneration of the desir

able species. On these premises two assumptions
were made: that the application of an appropriate

felling diameter limit will ensure the removal of

only trees that have reached maturity or utiliz
able sizes; that the adoption of an appropriate fell
ing cycle will also guarantee the availability of
continuous batches of exploitable sizes and number

of stems of given economic species in the subse
quent cycles.

Againsttbis background, the interim yield formula
was developed to determine the number of stems
of exploitable diameter class for a particular spe
cies within a compartment that can be felled in

one felling cycle. The formula was also to ensure
that adequate number of productive trees are re

tained for natural regeneration, environmental
p~otection and forest increment of valuable tim
ber. The formula in its final form was given as:

Y = Z - {(r.Z)/(I-m) }+ Xm

where

Y =Yield or number of stems to be felled for a

given species in a compartment
Z = Number of stems of a given species in the

exploitable diameter classes
X = Number of stems of a given species in the

diameter class immediately below the fell

ing diameter
r = Retention percent of mature stems (ex-
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pressed in decimal)
m = Mortality percent during the felling cycle

(expressed in decimal).

Using the prevailing minimum felling diameter
as the divide, the stem population of each species

was put into two groups, X and Z as already de
fined. The X group was considered as the replace
ment crop and the Z constitutes the group from
which the yield is to be taken~

Based on the above management concepts and

assumptions, the first yield formula was derived

through the following procedure.

It was also seen as comprising all the replacement

crop (X) and a certainpercentage of the exploit
able class (r%.Z» retained for ecological purposes
such as seed trees, and for biodiversity conserva

tion. This was represented in the equation

R = r. Z + X (2)

(b) Yield
The first form of the yield equation was obtained

from equation (I) by re-arrangement or change of
s~lbject.

y = X + Z-R (3)

(c) Mortality
Consideration was given to tbe fact that the number

of retained or residual crop will decline as a re
sult of natural mortality. To ensure an adequate
number of surviving trees for the next cycle, the

residual crop as given in equation (2) was increased
to account for future mortality. This operation was
done by dividing the initial stem population by

the survival percent (I-m) over a specified period
(f) of felling cycle.

Quoting from Adam (1991), equation (2) so trans
formed and simplified becomes:

R = (r.Z/l-m) +X(I-m) (4)

When equation (4) was substituted in equation (3)

the yield equation was finally obtained as:

y = Z + X - {(r. Z/(I-m )+ X (I-m)}

= Z - {(r. Z)/(I-m)} + X m (5)

where rand m were given in decimals.

Equation ( 5) was taken as the general formula for
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yield calculation. The values 01'1' and m were fixed

pragmatically. A 20% mortality over 40 years as

used by I(inloch (Anon. 1961) was adopted.

Retention (I') of 40 and 60% were considered ad

equate for the stocking conditions in moist and

dry forests respectively. This resulted in two dif
ICrcnt formulae.

For the moist forest the formula became

Y = 0.5Z+ 0.2X (6)

And for the dry or open forest the formula be
came

Y = 0.25Z + 0.2X (7)

REVIEW
The authors of the interim formula recommended

its review within 5 years of its introduction when

the permanent sample plot (PSP) data was ex

pected to be analysed to provide current infonna

t ion on mortal ity and increment.

The present form of this formula has been criti

cised on several counts. One main query is on the

adjustment operation done on equation (2) to ob

tain equation (4). The idea was to increase the

retention on Z to take account of mortality over

the felling cycle. Thus the operation 1'%. Z/(I-m)
is correct. What this means is that the initial re

tention (1'%. Z) represents only (1 OO-m)% of the

number needed. To get the actual number it must

be divided by (I-m). However. the value of X can

not be increased by the same method. X can only

be increased by recruitment from lower diameter

class but this is a future biological event that can

not be done by a management prescription as done

on Z. Multiplying X by (l-m) means reducing it

to account for mortality over a specific period in

future but this was not the intended operation. If

the foregoing. correction is acceptable. then the

formula following from equation ~4) will be:

R = (r. Z)/(I-m) +X (4.1)

and substituting (4.1) in (3) the final form should
be:

Y= Z+ X-j (r.Z)/( 1-m)+ X}

=Z-{(r.Z)/(I-m)} (5.1)

where
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R = Total number of exploitable trees to be re
tained

I' = the assumed percentage of retention of ex

ploitable trees

l-m= the adjustment factor on the retention to

make allowance for mortality during the

felling cycle
Y = Yield or actual number of trees to be felled

Z = Total number of stems in the exploitable class

X = Totalnumberofstems immediately below the

minimum felling diameter

Putting in the same values for I' and m.

Y = 0.5Z for moist forests; and

Y = 0.25Z lor dry forests.

The second query is on mortal ity. The 20% used

over a 40-year cycle means an annual mortal ity
of 0.5% \vhich is lower than has been determined

from the PS P data.

Vanclay (1993) first reviewed the implication of
the interim formula on timber resource

sustainability. He pointed out that when X is equal

to or greater than Z. very little or no mature tree
would be retained for seed trees and arboreal habi

tat. He suggested that the ratio between succes

sive diameter classes (i.e. de-liocourts quotient

(0), and stem movement into higher diameter class

should be investigated and incorporated into the

yield formula. He also observed that the formula

would ensure sustainability only when 0 is greater

than 3.4, a condition which may also occur rarely.

Besides, when the list of exploited species in

creases, the formula would give more trees to be

harvested than can be sustained by the total forest
increment or recruitment rate.

These observations and criticisms necessitated the

revision of the formula. and a new approach lead

ing to the revision of the interim formula is there
fore outlined.

New Approach
The capability of the residual crop to provide a

sustainable stocking level in the next felling cy

cle is critically examined in the light of recent

mortality data. The effect of the felling cycle. time

of passage and the de-Liocourt Ouotient (0) in

ensuring adequate movement of stems into the

exploitable class before the next felling cycle is

also examined. Finally. the formula is optilllised

by restricting the felling intensity in order to re-
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duce the negative ecological impact of logging.

The re-examination of the relationship between

the replacement crop (X) and the exploitable group

(Z) raises an important question such as what popu

lation or replacement crop is required now to give

at least the same number or e,'\:ploitable trees in

the next cycle as is available at the beginning ora

current relling cycle') It is also important to kno\\

how fast the trees move from the replacement class

into the exploitable class. The ans\vers can only

be provided from accurate mortality. increment
and recruitment data.

Ilowever. it can be seen theoretically that at an

annual mortality or m% and a felling cycle or f

years. the present replacement crop (X) at the be

ginning of the next felling cycle will reduce to:

X (I-m)' (Alder 1(90)

To achieve sustainable yield in (1) years time will

thererore require that:

X (l-m)'>1':. , ... (8)

From the above a new equation can be formulated.

It is logical that the residual crop (R) should al

ways he:

R = AZ + X (9)

where A is the % retention of tile number or ex

ploitable number of trees (Z).

The residual crop can also be determined as:

R=Z+X-Y (IO)

where Y is the yield of mature trees.

Substituting ( 10) in (9)

AZ + X= Z + X- Y

Y = Z - AZ ( II)

The retention factor' A' depends on the optimum

Q value. optimum number of seed trees per unit

area. mortality and recruitment rates. which can

only be determined through research In the ab

sence orsuch research lindings. however. it is ex

pected that the total residual crop (i.e. AZ + X) at

any time should at least give the present Z value

in (n years time. So with mortality of m% per

year and a fellin~ cycle of (f) years.

AZ + X \vill become

AZ ( 1-m)' + X (I-mY at the beginning or

the next cycle and

A Z ( I -m )' + X ( I -m Y = Z ( : .2)

l3y change of subject it becomes

A = [7- X( I-m)': IZ( I-m)' ( I 3 )

Substituting (13) in (11)

Y =1- {Z- X( 1-m )1f7( I-m )'~7

Y=Z-(/-X( l-m)l/( I-m)': ( 1-1)

It is noted that the most important pre-requisite

for a tree to become exploitable is the attainment

or the minimum felling diameter. The ability or

the replacement crop to attain the minimum di
ameter before th.e next klling C) cle depends on

the time of passage (p) \\hich is a runction llr in
crement and diameter class width. The relling

cycle should thus be long enough to ensure the

movement orall or most of the trees in the X group

into the Z group. This implies that at least the !'ell

ing cycle should be equal to or longer than the
time of passage. This consideration introduces

another element into the yield calculation. the 1'/

p ratio.

Il' the fell ing cyc Ie is long enough to ensure move

ment 0 f all trees from X to I group. then:

tip> I

On the other hanel. iCa shorter felling cycle is used.

flp < 1

In Ghana felling cycles have generally been shorter

than the time ofrassage. For instance, in the 1960s

most of the primary species had 30 years time of

passage for stems above 50 CIll dbh (Anon. 1(61).

but a 25-year felling cycle was aprlied.

Alder (1990). however. estimates that above 50

CIll dbh. time of passage for pioneer species may

vary between 30 and 6-1 years \\ hi Ie shade bear

ers Illay range between 3X and 76 )l'ars. In the

light oCthis. a 40-year felling cycle ilas no\\ heer.

adopted.

The ratio flp can thus be introduced to constrain

the yield. The formula may be modi tied to:

Y = IIp :1- :7- X ( I -m )1/( I -m)': : ... ( I .'i )

YIELD ALLOCATION
V anc lay ( 19(3) observed that the broaden ing 0 I'
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Y,= N. YA/2.: Y /\

2.: Y = tip [Z-(Z-X (l-mO(I-m)1 }<N

.......... (16)

the economic species base \villmean a direct in

crease in the yield per unit area.

where N is the greatest felling intensity permit

ted that wi II not cause ecological damage or loss

of biodiversity.

z - (Z- 0.668972 X )

0.66S972
Y=

}ii!/d () j

('11/'1'':1'1/;rim/II/o /({'\'ised /0/'11111/0
}c LI }() )c H }i}

-1IIA 3'1X 320-1 21'1.1 no 230,7

Ye= Ctlculated) ield

Y A = Actual yield that can be Il11ll1din the !()!Tst

Yl1 = Oplimi/ed) ield

With an N value of3 stems/per ha or 384 trees per

compartment. the yield from compartments is

optimized as :

The sustainability of the yield determined by these

formulae is heavily dependent on the minimum

felling diameter. The diameter limit should there

fore be appropriated to define stem sizes that will

give the maximum returns on investment and main

tain a replacement crop that is also productive.

Felling diameter limits of 50.70.90 and I 10 are

used in Ghana for various species. For similar spe

cies found in other West i\ frican countries, Ghana

generally uses higher diameter Ii m its (A dam.

1(96).

T\llli" I

('{)/Ilporoli\'(' 1010/ .\',<'id (1IIIIIIh.:r oj Iri!es pi!/' COII//illl'l

lIIenl) h.\' lhi! IlID jorlllll/o,:

Y" = Y A/3S9 * 38-1 for current formula

Y,,=Y A/ 230 *3S4 for revised formula

within the X and Z diameter groupings of each

economic timber species occurring in the compart

ment (normally of size 128 ha or .1::'0 ac).

The current and the revised formulae are applied

to Fir class 1 timber species recorded in a stock

survey of compartment 5 of Tano Oflln Forest

Reserve. The results are given in Appendix 1 and

the summary is presented in Table 1.

L'sing an average annual monality of 1% Cor larger

stems (Alder. 1(90) and the current felling cycle

of 40 years. the yield from equation ( 1-1) \ViII be

given as:

= Optimized yield

= Actual yield of species (i) that may
be taken or can be found in the for

est

Sum orthe actual yields orall spe
cies that mav be taken

Olltimum telling intensity

\\ here Y "
YA I

N

2.: Y A

Felling intensity not exceeding thre.e stems per

hectare per felling cycle has been sugg,ested

(Hawthorne. 1(93). This intensity gives an over

all yield of nearly 384 stems in one compartment

per tClling cycle.This is based on the prescribed

annual a Ilo\\able cut of 1m ;/ha by Alder ( 1(89).

in order to fine-tunc the yield formula. the opti
mum values of I'and N \\ iII have to be detcrtn ined

through further research. The author is currently

undertaking logging experiments to delermine N

in respect of all stem densities above 50 cm dbh.

The p and m values are obtainable from pernla

nent sample plot data. especially if assessments

cover all forest types and species as is being done
now in Ghana.

I I' the calculated total yield per compartment ex

ceeds the permitted felling intensity (N). there \vill

be the need for optimization. This can be done by

proportionate allocation of the yields by the for
m ul a:

To mllllmlze harvesting disturbance to tolerant

levels the harvestable yield will need to be con

strained. This means that in the tinal analysis the

felling intensity per compartment should not ex

ceed a certain limit (N) such that:

V critic:! tion

Yield is determined at compartment level for' each

species. The data for the yield calculation is the

diameter class stern number density obtained from

a 100L;0 timber enumeration (locally called stock

survey). The STOck survey involves the measure
n~enl:ofdbh or above buttress diameter of all stems

Generaily. the revised formula gives a lower yield.

110\Vever. as can be seen from A ppendix I. the yield

for E,Oll.l!.oh:llse and C. gigull/ellll/ are nlore than

the number of expjoirabie trees. The implication

is that the number of trees in the X group now is

Illore than adequate to give tile same number of

exploitabie trees (as is (l\'ailable no\V) in the ne\t

Chollo J (oreSIlT, 10/ R !999
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felling cycle even ifall the mature trees are felled.

In the case of C J7cl7lCll7dra and T. supcrba, there
is a negative yield. This means that though there
is a good number of trees in the Z group, no fell
ing can be allowed because the replacement crop

, is poor. These phenomena are explained by equa
tion (8) where:

X(I-m)'>Z

For example, in E.Cll7gofcl7.1'c

18 (1-0.01 )-IIJ > I I, therefore all of Z can be
removed now.

However, for C J7Cl7lal7(fru

5 (1-0.0 I )-Ili < 47
3.3 <47

and therefore none of Z can be removed.

The relevance of the retention factor' A' can also

be verified from equation (13)

A = Z-X (l-m/IZ( I-mY

Ifwe consider the stocking of C penlandru which

is poor now. the revised formula gives a zero yield
now. Thus, more seed trees are retained for natu

ral regeneration. In the next felling cycle the Z
value is still maintained as follows:

A=47-5 (1-0 ..0 I )"'/4 7( 1-0.0 1)-1°=43.655141

31.44168=13884

putting 'A' value in equation (12)
AZ(I-m)'+X(I-mY = Z
1.388 x 47 (0.99)-10 + 5 (0.99)-1°= Z
43.60959 + 3.34486 = Z
47 = Z

This means that by retaining all of the present stock
of the Z, future stocking of exploitable trees is

likely to improve in the next felling cycle.

It is also important to verify the effect of flp on

the yield. When flp is 1, the yield by equations
(14) and (15) will be the same. However. iffis
changed the situation will be different. For in
stance. if the felling cycle is reduced to 25 years
and the time of passage is 40 years, the yield of T
scleroxyfol7 wi II become 80 trees under equation
(14). This may not be acceptable under shorter
felling cycle where disturbance should be very
minimal. If the ratio tip is applied as in equation

(15). the yield will be reduced to 50 stems which

is more acceptable.

When the formula is evaluated in terms of X/Z

and tip ratios, some interesting observations are
made which provide important guidelines for its

application. At an annual mortality of 1% and
passage time of 40 years. the yields are presented
as a percentage of Z in Table 2.

TABlI' :2

J'ields ill different .\/l al7dji/7 /'(Ilios e.l'pl'e,lsed as % ojl

x/z fij)

<I

=1>1

<1

I<0.5 <0.5<0.5
1

I

=1
I

<50 <50<50

>1

<100<100<100

Thus, when X/Z is less than I it will not be eco

nomical to log, as the yield per unit area will be

very low. In this situation logging will become eco
nomical only after a period longer than the time

of passage. Ilowever, when X/Z is equal to or
greater than I, it will be ideal to operate with tip
< I. so as to cause less disturbance.

CONCLUSION

The analysis has indicated that selective harvest
ing of timber trees from the natural forest can be
effectively regulated by simple mathematical for
mula based on stem number stocking, mortality

and time of passage. However. the yield can be
more sustainable if appropriate felling cycle and
diameter limits are applied. The optimization of

the yield will help to re-allocate it among the spe
cies and also reduce felling disturbance.
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Species *

.·lIslonio hoonei

..tningeria I'Ohlls/a

Ceiha penlondra

I:'n/androphroglna ongo/ense

!,'lllondrophroglllo C\,/,lldriclIlII

I:'l1IondrophmglllO IIli/e

I:'n/(lndrophragllw condo//ei

f,:/w\'(/ imrensis

I\.howl Ol1lhOlheca

.\!ilicio excd\'o

,\'ollc/eo diderrichii

I'arkia hic%r

!'iplednioslrlllll aji-icono

C'hn·.l'Op/n·//1I1II gigonlelllll

I'lengo/a n/(/cro('(lIpo

li'ip/ochilon sclerox\'ion

.~lIIphilllas plerocarpoides

Chnsophr//lIl11 a/hidilll

Danie//a ogea

I\./ainedoxa gahonensis

·I/:elia hello

..lIhi:/{/ ferrugeneo

..lIhi:io :.1gia

;Inliaris aji-icano
Cellis lIIidhraedii/:eneri

C\'iicodisclIs gahllnensis

Rhodognopha/on hreviclIspe
f)islenlO11CIlhlls henihalllianlls

SlerclI/ia rhinopelo
Terlllina/ia ivorensis

Termina/ia sllperho

..lnlrOCOlTon lIIicrOSler

lieghellle//a heckelii

SI/'OIII/osio g/allsesccns

Total
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